1. Introduction {#sec1-viruses-10-00236}
===============

Measles virus (MV) belonging to the genus *Morbillivirus* of the family Paramyxoviridae is a causative agent of measles in humans. Measles is an acute and highly contagious disease that often induces immunosuppression. Measles is still a serious disease in children, especially in developing countries \[[@B1-viruses-10-00236]\]. As MV is serologically monotypic, effective vaccination programs are expected to achieve global eradication. The extensive vaccination campaign promoted by the World Health Organization (WHO) has dramatically decreased the number of measles cases. However, as the occurrence of diseases and deaths is still recorded especially in Asia and Africa, the risk of MV transmission needs to be considered in the current globalized world.

Cellular receptor molecules on host cells are needed for viral entry. They determine the virus tropism of cells and tissues, and the host specificities of the virus; they are also deeply related to pathogenesis. For MV, three distinct receptor molecules, signaling lymphocyte-activation molecule (SLAM), Nectin-4, and CD46, have been identified. SLAM is a principal receptor for virus entry, and is expressed selectively in immune cells such as monocytes, dendritic cells and activated T and B cells \[[@B2-viruses-10-00236],[@B3-viruses-10-00236]\]. Nectin-4 is expressed at the adherens junction of epithelial cells, and is used for virus release from the human body \[[@B4-viruses-10-00236],[@B5-viruses-10-00236],[@B6-viruses-10-00236]\]. In addition to SLAM and Nectin-4, only some vaccine MV strains can use CD46 as a receptor, which is a complement-regulatory protein expressed in all nucleated human cells \[[@B7-viruses-10-00236],[@B8-viruses-10-00236]\].

MV possesses two viral envelope glycoproteins, hemagglutinin (H) and fusion (F) proteins, on its surface. H binds to the receptors and then initiates fusion between the F protein and host cell membrane in the initial step of MV invasion \[[@B9-viruses-10-00236]\]. The H proteins form homophilic dimers, and each H protein contains the stalk and head domains. The head domain exhibits six-bladed β-propeller folds \[[@B10-viruses-10-00236]\]. Recently the crystal structures of respective complexes of the measles virus H protein (MVH) and the three receptors mentioned above have been determined \[[@B11-viruses-10-00236],[@B12-viruses-10-00236],[@B13-viruses-10-00236]\]. These studies have demonstrated that MVH uses the same β4-β5 groove to bind with all three receptors. On the other hand, there are considerable differences among the structures of the three receptors binding to the MVH \[[@B11-viruses-10-00236],[@B12-viruses-10-00236],[@B13-viruses-10-00236]\].

It is essential to elucidate the details of intermolecular interactions quantitatively in order to understand the molecular recognition mechanisms involved in the complexes of MVH and the respective receptors. The interaction between MVH and SLAM has been analyzed by using the docking analysis and expressed in terms of docking scores \[[@B14-viruses-10-00236]\]. However, the interaction energies of respective amino acid residues of the receptor and MVH remain to be studied more accurately. Here, we conducted fine computational analyses of the interactions between the H protein and the respective three receptors by *ab initio* fragment molecular orbital (FMO) method \[[@B15-viruses-10-00236],[@B16-viruses-10-00236],[@B17-viruses-10-00236]\], which is a quantum-chemical calculation method to study the electronic states and the interactions of large biomolecules with high accuracy and reduced computational costs. This comprehensive calculation of the affinity between amino acid residues on the viral H and the host receptors enables the specification of critical amino acid residues for binding. In the present study, we analyzed theoretically and predicted the effects of replacing these important residues with other amino acids on binding affinity in comparison with the reported virological experiments. These results also provide important insights into antiviral drug design and the quality control of vaccines and live MV-based vectors for cancer therapy \[[@B18-viruses-10-00236],[@B19-viruses-10-00236],[@B20-viruses-10-00236],[@B21-viruses-10-00236]\].

The present study aims to illustrate that our *ab initio* FMO-inter-fragment interaction energy (IFIE) analysis can provide comprehensive and quantitative descriptions concerning the molecular recognition between the three receptors and the wild-type or mutant MVH in a manner consistent with the experimental results. After examining the advantage of computational approach to elicit exhaustive information on the interactions at residue level, we will provide a perspective for its potential medical applications. The important point to be considered is that the three receptors bind to MVH at somewhat overlapping interfaces, thus indicating some similarities and differences in the mechanism of their molecular recognition (or binding energy) which can be utilized for artificially controlling the (relative) strength of respective binding affinity. Thus, the present quantum-chemical approach can provide a more dependable theoretical tool than conventional docking simulations \[[@B14-viruses-10-00236]\].

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2-viruses-10-00236}
========================

To analyze the molecular interactions between MVH and three human receptors, SLAM, Nectin-4, and CD46, we retrieved the crystal structures of their complexes from the Protein Data Bank (PDB entries: 3ALZ for SLAM, 4GJT for Nectin-4, and 3INB for CD46) for the FMO calculations ([Figure 1](#viruses-10-00236-f001){ref-type="fig"}). In these structures, the complex of MVH--SLAM had been generated as MVH monomer (Chain A) and one SLAM molecule (Chain B) ([Figure 1](#viruses-10-00236-f001){ref-type="fig"}a). The complex of MVH--Nectin-4 had been constructed as MVH monomer (Chain A) and two Nectin-4 molecules (Chains B and C) ([Figure 1](#viruses-10-00236-f001){ref-type="fig"}b). Because the binding between the Chain A and the Chain C had been reported as an artifact due to crystal packing during complex crystallization \[[@B13-viruses-10-00236]\], we did not consider it in the present study. The complex of MVH--CD46 had been generated as MVH dimer (Chains A and B) and two CD46 molecules (Chains C and D) ([Figure 1](#viruses-10-00236-f001){ref-type="fig"}c). In the present computational analysis, the complex of Chain A and Chain D was analyzed according to the crystallographic study by Santiago et al. \[[@B11-viruses-10-00236]\].

In this study, molecular interactions were analyzed by the FMO method with electron-correlated MP2/6-31G\* scheme using the software ABINIT-MP \[[@B16-viruses-10-00236],[@B17-viruses-10-00236]\]. Preparations of the complex structures used for FMO calculations were carried out through molecular modeling by the Molecular Operating Environment (MOE, CCG Inc., Montreal, QC, Canada) \[[@B22-viruses-10-00236]\]. After complementation of missing atoms (for capping the missing residues) and addition of hydrogen atoms, the positions of the added atoms were energetically optimized with the AMBER force field \[[@B22-viruses-10-00236]\]. The inter-fragment interaction energies (IFIEs) \[[@B17-viruses-10-00236]\] which are obtained as effective interactions between fragments (residues) in the quantum-chemical FMO calculations then provide useful information about the important amino-acid pairs between MVH and the receptors. For example, the negative value of IFIE indicates an attractive interaction between the two fragments representing an amino acid pair. The summation of all the IFIEs between residue pairs of MVH and receptor gives the binding energy. In addition to the wild-type MVHs, we also performed FMO calculations for several mutants that have been studied experimentally or have been predicted to modify affinity; substitutions of pertinent amino-acid residues were made with the aid of MOE software, along with structural (energetic) optimization for the mutants. Note that the present FMO calculations were carried out without taking into account the solvation effects, which may lead to some overestimation of electrostatic interactions between charged residues, whereas the order of importance of residues in molecular recognition would not be affected significantly \[[@B17-viruses-10-00236]\]. Considering the screening effects in the Coulombic interactions, the IFIEs between fragments whose distances are within 5 Å have been taken into account in the present FMO analysis. The summation of IFIEs under this restriction is referred to as the "IFIE sum" hereafter. The usefulness of the FMO-IFIE analysis has also been successfully verified in the case of the influenza virus hemagglutinin \[[@B23-viruses-10-00236],[@B24-viruses-10-00236],[@B25-viruses-10-00236],[@B26-viruses-10-00236]\].

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3-viruses-10-00236}
=========================

3.1. Evaluated Affinities of Measles Virus H Protein (MVH) to Signaling Lymphocyte-Activation Molecule (SLAM), Nectin-4, and CD46 by the Fragment Molecular Orbital (FMO) Method {#sec3dot1-viruses-10-00236}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The IFIE sums of the residues between MVH and each chain of receptors obtained in the present FMO calculations are shown in [Table 1](#viruses-10-00236-t001){ref-type="table"}. The calculated values of IFIE sums between MVH and the respective three receptors are substantially different. The SLAM molecule (Chain B in PDB code 3ALZ) showed the strongest attractive interaction with MVH among the three receptors. Among the various types of binding interactions, the contribution of electrostatic forces for repulsive and attractive interactions is predominant. [Table 1](#viruses-10-00236-t001){ref-type="table"} shows that only the SLAM receptor has a total positive charge (+2) that is favorable for an attractive interaction with the negatively charged MVH, thus leading to the largest negative value of the IFIE sum. Weaker binding interactions of Nectin-4 and CD46 receptors with MVH are due to their electric charges being negative (-5 and -4, respectively).

To show the contribution of each amino acid residue to the affinity, [Table 2](#viruses-10-00236-t002){ref-type="table"} lists the top 20 amino acid residues in MVH that show strongly attractive interactions with the respective three receptors, where only the IFIEs of fragments located within 5 Å from each residue are summed to obtain the IFIE sums. [Table 2](#viruses-10-00236-t002){ref-type="table"} also lists the amino acid pairs between MVH and the three receptors that show the largest attractive IFIE for each high-rank residue in MVH, indicating the most important partner residue (designated as "receptor a.a. with the highest (1st) affinity" in [Table 2](#viruses-10-00236-t002){ref-type="table"}) in the receptors; their contribution to the IFIE sum associated with each residue in MVH is also indicated as "IFIE-1st" along with its ratio to the respective IFIE sum.

Thus, [Table 2](#viruses-10-00236-t002){ref-type="table"} demonstrates the following results: First, charged amino acid residues (marked by + or − in [Table 2](#viruses-10-00236-t002){ref-type="table"}) forming an ion pair or salt bridge have higher IFIEs. Second, six, one and three ion pairs are found in the MVH--SLAM complex, the MVH--Nectin-4 complex, and the MVH--CD46 complex, respectively, in the list representing residue pairs that are essential for molecular recognition. Third, there are a number of hydrophobic residues (marked by asterisk in [Table 2](#viruses-10-00236-t002){ref-type="table"}) in MVH that play vital roles in the interactions with the receptors.

In [Table S1 of Supplementary Material](#app1-viruses-10-00236){ref-type="app"}, we also list the calculated IFIE results for the second and third most important residues in the three receptors (designated as "2nd receptor a.a." and "3rd receptor a.a.", respectively) that show attractive interactions with the respective MVH residues shown in [Table 2](#viruses-10-00236-t002){ref-type="table"}. We thus see that several uncharged (neutral) residues in the receptors play important roles in the intermolecular interactions with MVH (see also [Table 3](#viruses-10-00236-t003){ref-type="table"}). For example, Pro102 in Nectin-4 shows attractive interactions with Tyr543 and Pro458 in MVH as the 3rd and 2nd important residues, respectively, thus contributing to the binding.

3.2. Distribution of Amino Acid Residues on MVH Showing Significant Interactions with the Three Receptors {#sec3dot2-viruses-10-00236}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the results of FMO-IFIE analysis shown in [Table 2](#viruses-10-00236-t002){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 2](#viruses-10-00236-f002){ref-type="fig"} visually illustrates the residues of the interface in MVH that are important for binding to the receptors. In [Figure 2](#viruses-10-00236-f002){ref-type="fig"}a, the residues in MVH that have strongly attractive interactions with the respective three receptors are shown in different colors, where some common residues for two or three receptors are also shown. For example, Phe483 and Tyr543 (represented in yellow in [Figure 2](#viruses-10-00236-f002){ref-type="fig"}a) seem to be important for binding to the three receptors in common (see also [Table 3](#viruses-10-00236-t003){ref-type="table"} below). Several important amino acid residues are observed around the hydrophobic pocket in the β4 (residues 448--507) and β5 (residues 524--556) strand regions (see [Figure 2](#viruses-10-00236-f002){ref-type="fig"}b). In addition, [Figure 3](#viruses-10-00236-f003){ref-type="fig"} (left-hand side) depicts the surface regions of MVH that are responsible for binding to the three receptors, where the β4 and β5 strand regions are illustrated with the approximate boundary (shown by a dashed line); the strength of the (attractive) IFIE sums associated with the pertinent residues in MVH is indicated by the intensity of the color. [Figure 3](#viruses-10-00236-f003){ref-type="fig"} (right-hand side) also illustrates the amino acid residues of the three receptors which showed attractive IFIEs with MVH in the present FMO calculations.

[Table 3](#viruses-10-00236-t003){ref-type="table"} lists the IFIE sums between the three receptors and some important residues in MVH, i.e., (1) those in the hydrophobic region at the MVH-receptor interface and (2) those with the strongest (top five) attractive interactions with SLAM. These residues were selected to study the relative importance of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions in MVH-receptor binding. As shown in [Table 3](#viruses-10-00236-t003){ref-type="table"}, Phe483 and Tyr543 in the hydrophobic pocket have attractive interactions with all three receptors whose IFIE amplitudes are higher than 5 kcal/mol. Leu464 and Leu500 show significantly attractive interactions with Nectin-4 (−10.9 and −11.7 kcal/mol, respectively). Contributions of the hydrophobic pocket to the interactions between MVH and the respective receptors, SLAM, Nectin-4 and CD46, were calculated to be 4.2%, 17.4% and 3.1%, respectively. This indicates that the contribution of the hydrophobic pocket is the highest with Nectin-4. This result is consistent with [Figure 2](#viruses-10-00236-f002){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3](#viruses-10-00236-f003){ref-type="fig"}, which depict that the binding interface of Nectin-4 is overlapped with the hydrophobic pocket of MVH more substantially than in the other two receptors. On the other hand, the contribution of the top 5 ionic bridges in the interaction between MVH and SLAM was 65.4%, which was much higher than that of the hydrophobic pocket ([Table 3](#viruses-10-00236-t003){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, only Arg547 of MVH was contained in the top 5 strongly interacting residues as a charged residue in Nectin-4 binding ([Table 2](#viruses-10-00236-t002){ref-type="table"}), whose contribution, −46.4 kcal/mol, was smaller in magnitude than the sum of the hydrophobic residues mentioned above, −58.8 kcal/mol ([Table 3](#viruses-10-00236-t003){ref-type="table"}), again indicating the relative importance of hydrophobic interaction in the MVH--Nectin-4 complex.

3.3. Comparison of Calculated MVH-Receptor Affinities with Those of Experimental Observations {#sec3dot3-viruses-10-00236}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this subsection, we compare the calculated results above with the experimental suggestions based on the molecular structures of MVH-receptor complexes. X-ray crystallography experiments have revealed that three receptors, SLAM, CD46, and Nectin-4, bind to adjacent surface areas of the hydrophobic pocket of MVH. Earlier crystallographic studies \[[@B11-viruses-10-00236],[@B12-viruses-10-00236],[@B13-viruses-10-00236]\] pointed out some key amino acid residues of MVH that would be essential for binding to the respective receptors. These include Leu464, Leu482, Phe483, Leu500, Tyr524, Tyr541, Tyr543, and Ser548 around the hydrophobic pocket in the β4 and β5 strand regions (see [Figure 2](#viruses-10-00236-f002){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3](#viruses-10-00236-f003){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, charged residues such as Asp, Glu, Arg, and Lys are also supposed to play a vital role in binding owing to electrostatic interactions.

A number of these residues in MVH can be specified as partners showing strongly attractive IFIEs with their receptor residues in the FMO calculations. [Figure 2](#viruses-10-00236-f002){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3](#viruses-10-00236-f003){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#viruses-10-00236-t002){ref-type="table"} and [Table 3](#viruses-10-00236-t003){ref-type="table"} illustrate that the residues in the hydrophobic pocket provide a common platform for attractive interactions between the three receptors and MVH. On the other hand, the charged residues in MVH showed high IFIE values with the respective three receptors in a specific manner. The present FMO analysis thus indicates overall agreement between (crystallographic) experimental and computational results. (For the comparison with virological experiments, see the following sections.)

Concerning the important residues in the receptors, for the interactions between MVH and SLAM ([Table 2](#viruses-10-00236-t002){ref-type="table"}), we observed that Lys77 and Glu123 in SLAM (see [Figure 3](#viruses-10-00236-f003){ref-type="fig"}a) play pivotal roles in binding to MVH in the FMO analysis. These top two amino-acid residues of human SLAM regarding the strength of attractive interaction are known to be well conserved among the reported mammalian SLAMs \[[@B27-viruses-10-00236]\], thus indicating that they are actually important in the interaction between SLAM and MVH, and suggesting that they could be essential for morbillivirus binding to the host receptors.

Concerning the residues of MVH around the hydrophobic pocket in the β4 and β5 strand regions, in case of the Nectin-4 receptor, five non-charged residues, Leu464, Phe483, Leu500, Tyr543, and Ser548, suggested as important in the molecular recognition structurally \[[@B13-viruses-10-00236]\], were among the top 10 strongly attractive amino-acid residues of MVH interacting with Nectin-4 ([Table 2](#viruses-10-00236-t002){ref-type="table"}). Thus, the present FMO calculations were consistent with the results of the X-ray experimental data \[[@B13-viruses-10-00236]\], indicating that this calculation provides a useful tool for analyzing and evaluating the interactions between MVH and its receptors. The data also showed that the calculation in vacuo is good enough for estimating or ranking the binding energy, although an improved approach incorporating the solvent effect is desirable in future studies. In addition, this approach gives basic quantitative information for explaining the experimental results of binding affinity based on structural data.

3.4. Effects of Amino Acid Substitutions in MVH on the Binding Affinity {#sec3dot4-viruses-10-00236}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

We then substituted several amino acid residues in MVH and studied the effects of these substitutions on the IFIE sums between MVH and the receptors. We selected mutations in MVH for which those residues in the wild-type MVH showed strongly attractive interactions with the receptors or those which have been reported as important by mutational experiments \[[@B18-viruses-10-00236],[@B28-viruses-10-00236],[@B29-viruses-10-00236],[@B30-viruses-10-00236],[@B31-viruses-10-00236]\]. [Table 4](#viruses-10-00236-t004){ref-type="table"} summarizes the calculated results in which the changes in IFIE sums due to the mutations are shown in comparison with the reported experimental (virological) results for binding affinity.

The present FMO calculation showed that the binding pair interaction between Arg533 of MVH and Glu123 of SLAM was the highest \[−122 kcal/mol (=17.2% of total IFIE)\] among the examined residue pairs ([Table 2](#viruses-10-00236-t002){ref-type="table"}). When the mutation of R533A in MVH was performed in the computer simulation for the MVH--SLAM complex, the magnitude of the attractive IFIE sum was reduced by 71.0 kcal/mol to −636.7 kcal/mol ([Table 4](#viruses-10-00236-t004){ref-type="table"}). This result of the FMO calculation is consistent with the virological result that the substitutional mutant R533A of the MVH--SLAM complex actually lost binding activity \[[@B28-viruses-10-00236],[@B29-viruses-10-00236]\]. The Arg533 of MVH should be essential for MV infection owing to its high binding (pair interaction) energy with Glu123 of SLAM. [Figure 4](#viruses-10-00236-f004){ref-type="fig"}a,b illustrate the structural change before and after the mutation in which the salt bridge between Arg533 and Glu123 was lost because of the R533A mutation. While the electrostatic interactions were somewhat overestimated in this FMO calculation because the present calculation was conducted in vacuo, the solvent effect was not considered to be so serious as to complicate the detection of important pair interactions because of the importance of direct interaction between the residues \[[@B17-viruses-10-00236],[@B23-viruses-10-00236],[@B24-viruses-10-00236],[@B25-viruses-10-00236],[@B26-viruses-10-00236]\]. Although the calculated FMO-binding energy (IFIE sum) for the mutant is still about 90% of that in the wild type, it is not the ratio (10% reduction) but the substantial reduction in the strength of attractive IFIE (71.0 kcal/mol) that is essential for realizing the observed loss of binding ([Table 4](#viruses-10-00236-t004){ref-type="table"}), because the overestimation of the magnitude of electrostatic interactions in the FMO calculations in vacuo makes the evaluated binding energy too attractive. Empirically, the reduction in attractive IFIE by about 50 kcal/mol and 10 kcal/mol for charged and neutral cases, respectively, could explain the loss of binding affinity due to mutation (see also the cases below).

In addition, the significant reduction (by 60.9 kcal/mol) in the attractive IFIE for the D530A mutation ([Table 4](#viruses-10-00236-t004){ref-type="table"}) accounts for the loss of binding activity in the corresponding virological experiment \[[@B28-viruses-10-00236],[@B29-viruses-10-00236]\]. Moreover, virological experiments \[[@B28-viruses-10-00236],[@B29-viruses-10-00236]\] have shown the reduction of binding activity in F552A, P554A, and D507A mutants for the MVH--SLAM complex, which agree with the corresponding FMO results in [Table 4](#viruses-10-00236-t004){ref-type="table"}. For example, in the case of the F552A mutant in the MVH--SLAM complex, the attractive IFIE sum was reduced by 26.8 kcal/mol. The reason for this reduction of binding in F552A was the loss of OH-π interaction between Phe552 and Thr121 due to the mutation ([Figure 4](#viruses-10-00236-f004){ref-type="fig"}c,d). Furthermore, noting that Tyr541, a hydrophobic residue in MVH, showed a relatively strong attractive interaction with SLAM ([Table 2](#viruses-10-00236-t002){ref-type="table"}), we made the computational mutation of Y541A, which showed reduction of the attractive IFIE sum by 13.2 kcal/mol ([Table 4](#viruses-10-00236-t004){ref-type="table"}). Concerning this change in attractive IFIE sum for Y541A, the associated structural change illustrated in [Figure 4](#viruses-10-00236-f004){ref-type="fig"}e,f indicates that loss of the attractive (hydrogen bond-like) interaction between Tyr541 in MVH and Glu75 in SLAM is a dominant cause. Because the virological experiment for this mutation has not yet been performed, it would be interesting to assess it experimentally. Altogether, the present calculated data for the substitutional mutant MVHs regarding binding to SLAM agreed well with the virological experimental data ([Table 4](#viruses-10-00236-t004){ref-type="table"}). This indicates that the research strategy using the FMO method is dependable for analyzing the interaction of viral H with its receptors. This method would thus be applicable for predicting such vital interactions in an exhaustive manner before performing the virological experiments.

Regarding the complex of MVH and Nectin-4, the present FMO calculation showed that the substitution Y543S caused a reduction of attractive IFIE by 6.5 kcal/mol compared to that in the wild type ([Table 4](#viruses-10-00236-t004){ref-type="table"}). This mutation has been experimentally reported to result in the loss of binding activity \[[@B4-viruses-10-00236],[@B30-viruses-10-00236]\]. [Figure 4](#viruses-10-00236-f004){ref-type="fig"}g,h illustrate the structural change before and after the Y543S mutation, thus showing the loss of NH-π interaction between Tyr543 and Gly104. Since this NH-π interaction is of the dipole-induced dispersion type, the reduction of attractive IFIE by 6.5 kcal/mol, which is smaller than in the (overestimated) charged residue case, could cause the loss of the binding between MVH and Nectin-4. In this context, Tyr543 may not be so important for the MVH binding to SLAM \[[@B30-viruses-10-00236]\] due to the difference in associated IFIE-sum between Y543-SLAM (−5.1 kcal/mol) and Y543-Nectin-4 (−16.8 kcal/mol), as shown in [Table 3](#viruses-10-00236-t003){ref-type="table"}. It is also noted that the charged residues play more important roles in the case of binding with SLAM (see above).

Among the high binding-affinity residues of MVH for CD46 ([Table 2](#viruses-10-00236-t002){ref-type="table"}), the present FMO calculation showed that the IFIE sums remarkably changed toward more repulsive interactions in the mutants of Y481N and Y481A ([Table 4](#viruses-10-00236-t004){ref-type="table"}). These data concurred with the experimental data that the mutants Y481N and Y481A actually lose their binding activity to CD46 \[[@B18-viruses-10-00236],[@B28-viruses-10-00236],[@B31-viruses-10-00236]\]. In this case, the loss of hydrogen bonding between Tyr481 and Pro66 was found to be the predominant cause for reduction in binding.

In contrast, the FMO calculation showed an increase in attractive interaction for G546S ([Table 4](#viruses-10-00236-t004){ref-type="table"}), which did not agree with the experimental results indicating the loss of binding between MVH and CD46 \[[@B4-viruses-10-00236],[@B30-viruses-10-00236],[@B31-viruses-10-00236]\]. The local interactions between Glu63 of CD46 and Gly546 (or mutated Ser546) of MVH are depicted in [Figure 4](#viruses-10-00236-f004){ref-type="fig"}i,j. The changes in IFIEs between some important residues of CD46 and those of MVH are shown in [Table S2 of Supplementary Material](#app1-viruses-10-00236){ref-type="app"}. We thus see that the increase in the attractive IFIE sum by 23.8 kcal/mol ([Table 4](#viruses-10-00236-t004){ref-type="table"}) was mainly caused by the increase in the attractive IFIE between Glu63 and Arg547 (by 17.6 kcal/mol), whose distance was decreased (by 0.3 Å) because of the G546S mutation. Such an "indirect" effect of mutation accompanying structural changes in unmutated residues was also observed in the case of influenza virus hemagglutinin \[[@B26-viruses-10-00236]\]. Concerning this exceptional case, the simulation methods may need improvements including how to prepare the complex structures more accurately, because the FMO-IFIE values, especially the electrostatic ones, are very sensitive to the molecular structures employed for the calculations. Relevant inclusion of solvent effects would also be necessary. These issues remain to be elucidated in the future study.

Finally, when an *in silico* mutant with five simultaneous substitutions of E471A, K477A, K488A, E503A and R547A was made, the (attractive) IFIE sum between MVH and CD46 was significantly reduced from −285.7 kcal/mol to −142.3 kcal/mol, to about a half of that for the wild type, showing an example of the cumulative effect of multiple amino acid substitutions ([Table 4](#viruses-10-00236-t004){ref-type="table"}). Considering the substantial reduction in attractive IFIE by more than 100 kcal/mol, we may explore the promising possibility of utilizing these cumulative effects for therapeutic applications in the future (see below).

Taken together, the present FMO-IFIE analysis agreed well with the reported experimental results concerning the molecular recognition between MVH and the three receptors in the cases of both wild-type and mutant hemagglutinin (H) proteins.

3.5. Designs for SLAM-Blind MVH and MVH-Binding Inhibitor {#sec3dot5-viruses-10-00236}
---------------------------------------------------------

Natural MV infection has been reported to have anti-tumor activity \[[@B32-viruses-10-00236],[@B33-viruses-10-00236]\]. This has led to the development of live attenuated MV-based therapy for some cancers in which CD46 is highly expressed \[[@B34-viruses-10-00236],[@B35-viruses-10-00236]\]. The therapy depends on the targeting specificity and systemic infection of MV. MV-modified oncolytic virotherapy is currently being tested in clinical trials against ovarian cancer and multiple myeloma \[[@B36-viruses-10-00236]\]. The FMO approach may then provide valuable information for analyzing the designed MVH.

SLAM is the principal receptor when wild-type MV infects the host. Recombinant MV which is selectively blind to SLAM is reported to alter the target specificity of MV and affect cancer cells \[[@B18-viruses-10-00236],[@B19-viruses-10-00236]\]. Recently Nectin-4 has been reported to be up-regulated in a variety of cancer cells \[[@B37-viruses-10-00236],[@B38-viruses-10-00236]\]. SLAM-blind MV with only R533A substitution has shown oncologic efficacy on lung and pancreatic cancer cells implanted in severe combined immune deficiency (SCID) mice \[[@B39-viruses-10-00236],[@B40-viruses-10-00236],[@B41-viruses-10-00236]\]. [Table 3](#viruses-10-00236-t003){ref-type="table"} above shows that five amino acid residues in MVH, Asp507, Asp505, Arg533, Arg556, and Asp530, play pivotal roles in binding to SLAM. Because these residues do not show significant attractive interactions with other receptors (Nectin-4 and CD46), their substitution with other residues would be effective for producing measles viruses that are specifically unable to bind SLAM, without change in binding to other receptors. Mutations at Arg533 and/or Asp530 in MVH such as R533A and/or D530A ([Table 4](#viruses-10-00236-t004){ref-type="table"}) actually showed a reduction in their binding energies with SLAM. Thus, as the computational approach using the FMO method can predict the effect of amino acid substitution on binding with each of the three receptors, it can contribute to generating a newly designed, modified measles virus with higher specificity to the target cells and higher safety for oncolytic virotherapy.

Computational results based on the FMO method could also provide useful information for designing effective inhibitors against measles viruses. While measles can be controlled and eliminated with increased vaccine coverage, developments of novel drugs may still be helpful for the treatment of measles patients in developing countries, and also of sporadically infected patients in advanced countries. There are target regions and several specific residues around the interfaces between MVH and the three receptors, as elucidated in the calculations above. Concerning the design for MVH-binding inhibitors, [Table 3](#viruses-10-00236-t003){ref-type="table"} shows that Phe483 has attractive interactions with all three receptors whose (attractive) IFIE amplitudes are higher than 6 kcal/mol. This residue can, therefore, be regarded as a potential target for effective inhibitors against measles viruses. On the other hand, if residues in MVH that specifically interact with one of the receptors are targeted, we could design inhibitors which only suppress the binding to that receptor.

4. Conclusions {#sec4-viruses-10-00236}
==============

In this study, we applied the FMO method to exhaustively analyze intermolecular interactions between MVH and its three receptors, SLAM, Nectin-4, and CD46. The interactions between amino acid residues were evaluated in terms of IFIEs and their sums, which provided quantitative verifications of important residues inferred from X-ray crystallography data on the MVH-receptor complex structures. In the present analysis, we found a feature that the non-polar residues in the interfacial hydrophobic pocket of MVH are used for binding to the three receptors in common, whereas the charged residues are employed for specific molecular recognition of different receptors. The advantage of FMO computational analysis is that it is possible to comprehensively identify those residues important for binding or molecular recognition without experimentally performing the alanine scanning studies. In addition, computational mutations in MVH were actually performed for several amino-acid residues, which again showed reasonable consistency between the FMO calculations and virological experiments. Through these computational analyses, we expect that the FMO-based approach could provide a powerful tool for designing novel inhibitors against MV infection and engineered MVs for cancer therapy, while there remain a number of elements to be considered in future study such as use of accurate molecular structure, solvent effect, cellular environment and other biological conditions to attain more satisfactory agreement with virological experiments.
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![Crystal structures \[[@B11-viruses-10-00236],[@B12-viruses-10-00236],[@B13-viruses-10-00236]\] of measles virus H protein (MVH)-receptor complexes employed for the fragment molecular orbital (FMO) calculations, where the β4 and β5 strand regions in MVH are depicted in cyan and red colors, respectively, along with the calculated values of inter-fragment interaction energies (IFIE) sums for the MVH-receptor interactions. (**a**) Complex of signaling lymphocyte-activation molecule (SLAM) and MVH, where Chain B (SLAM) is complexed with Chain A (MVH). (**b**) Complex of Nectin-4 and MVH. Two receptor chains, Chain B and Chain C, are complexed with MVH (Chain A) at different interfaces. The binding of Chain C is regarded as an artifact because of crystal packing \[[@B13-viruses-10-00236]\]. (**c**) Dimeric complex of CD46 and MVH. Chain C and Chain D of the CD46 receptor are complexed with Chain B and Chain A of MVH, respectively, where the β1--β5 regions in MVH are designated.](viruses-10-00236-g001){#viruses-10-00236-f001}

![Amino acid residues on the interface of MVH binding to the three receptors. (**a**) Colored spheres represent the residues of MVH that show significantly attractive interactions with the three receptors; red, green, and blue spheres indicate the amino acid residues with high affinity to SLAM, Nectin-4, and CD46, respectively; orange indicates high affinity to both Nectin-4 and CD46; violet indicates high affinity to both SLAM and CD46; yellow indicates high affinity to all of SLAM, Nectin-4, and CD46. Some important residues are explicitly indicated. The smaller figure at the lower right shows the top view from the direction indicated by the thick arrow in the main figure. (**b**) Corresponding to (**a**), the hydrophobic pocket in MVH is represented in yellow from the same direction as (**a**). In addition, the β4 and β5 strand regions are depicted in light yellow and light blue, respectively. The smaller figure at the lower right shows the top view from the direction indicated by the thick arrow in the main figure.](viruses-10-00236-g002){#viruses-10-00236-f002}

![Interfaces of MVH and the respective three receptors. (**Left**) β4 and β5 strand regions on the MVH surface that show strongly attractive interactions with the three receptors: (**a**) SLAM (red), (**b**) Nectin-4 (green), and (**c**) CD46 (blue). The deepness of the color represents the strength of the IFIE sum associated with the fragment (MVH residue) at that position. The dashed line represents the approximate boundary between the β4 and β5 regions. (**Right**) Residues on the receptor surface that show importantly attractive interactions with MVH: (**a**) SLAM, (**b**) Nectin-4, and (**c**) CD46.](viruses-10-00236-g003){#viruses-10-00236-f003}

![Local binding structures (**a**) before and (**b**) after the R533A mutation in the MVH--SLAM complex; (**c**) before and (**d**) after the F552A mutation in the MVH--SLAM complex; (**e**) before and (**f**) after the Y541A mutation in the MVH--SLAM complex; (**g**) before and (**h**) after the Y543S mutation in the MVH--Nectin-4 complex; and (**i**) before and (**j**) after the G546S mutation in the MVH--CD46 complex. The residues important for binding are depicted in the stick representation, where grey, red, blue, and white colors refer to carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen atoms, respectively. Numerals indicate the respective distances (in units of Å) between two atoms forming important chemical bonds depicted by green lines.](viruses-10-00236-g004){#viruses-10-00236-f004}

viruses-10-00236-t001_Table 1

###### 

Total IFIEs (IFIE sums) in complexes between MVH and three types of receptors, SLAM, Nectin-4, and CD46.

  Receptor                       SLAM            Nectin-4        CD46
  ------------------------------ --------------- --------------- ---------------
  Protein Data Bank (PDB) code   3ALZ            4GJT            3INB
  Chain designation in PDB       Chain B ^(3)^   Chain B ^(4)^   Chain D ^(5)^
  Receptor charge ^(1)^          +2              −5              −4
  MVH charge ^(2)^               −1              −2              −2
  Total IFIE (kcal/mol)          −707.7          −173.8          −285.7

^(1)^ Electric charges of receptor chains in the complexes with MVH employed in the FMO calculations; ^(2)^ Electric charges of MVH are different according to the amino-acid sequences of employed PDB structures; ^(3)^ Chain B of SLAM receptor complexed with MVH monomer (Chain A) in PDB structure of 3ALZ; ^(4)^ Chain B of Nectin-4 receptor complexed with MVH monomer (Chain A) in PDB structure of 4GJT; ^(5)^ Chain D of CD46 receptor complexed with Chain A of MVH dimer in PDB structure of 3INB.

viruses-10-00236-t002_Table 2

###### 

Ranking of MVH residues showing strongly attractive interactions with the three receptors. (**a**) SLAM; (**b**) Nectin-4; (**c**) CD46.

  Rank       \(a\) SLAM (Chain B in PDB Code 3ALZ)                                       
  ---------- --------------------------------------------- -------- ----------- -------- ------
  1          Asp507(−)                                     −133.2   Lys77(+)    −80.0    60%
  2          Asp505(−)                                     −107.7   Lys77(+)    −106.3   99%
  3          Arg533(+)                                     −80.5    Glu123(−)   −122.0   152%
  4          Arg556(+)                                     −74.2    Glu123(−)   −45.7    62%
  5          Asp530(−)                                     −67.6    Lys77(+)    −66.4    98%
  6          Glu503(−)                                     −53.4    Lys77(+)    −48.0    90%
  7          Arg195(+)                                     −36.7    Ser127      −24.9    68%
  8          Thr193(\*)                                    −32.6    Arg130(+)   −15.3    47%
  9          Phe552(\*)                                    −18.6    Glu 75(−)   −9.2     49%
  10         Tyr551(\*)                                    −18.0    Arg130(+)   −17.8    99%
  11         Tyr553(\*)                                    −14.1    Ser 127     −7.2     51%
  12         Ser532(\*)                                    −13.1    Ser 80      −4.8     37%
  13         Phe483(\*)                                    −12.3    Asn72       −11.8    96%
  14         Gly196(\*)                                    −9.3     Ser 127     −11.7    126%
  15         Pro554                                        −8.9     Glu123(−)   −9.9     111%
  16         Tyr541(\*)                                    −8.6     Glu 75(−)   −6.3     73%
  17         Thr192(\*)                                    −7.5     Phe 131     −14.2    189%
  18         Ile194(\*)                                    −7.3     Gln129      −8.5     116%
  19         Val534(\*)                                    −6.0     Asp82(−)    −4.7     78%
  20         Tyr543(\*)                                    −5.1     Ser73       −3.2     63%
  **Rank**   **(b) Nectin-4 (Chain B in PDB Code 4JGT)**                                 
  1          Arg547(+)                                     −46.4    Glu2(−)     −42.1    91%
  2          Ser550(\*)                                    −29.5    Asp26(−)    −25.8    87%
  3          Gln391                                        −27.5    Tyr55       −24.4    89%
  4          Tyr543(\*)                                    −16.8    Gly104      −5.8     35%
  5          Thr392(\*)                                    −16.8    Lys 54(+)   −18.3    109%
  6          Leu500(\*)                                    −11.7    Lys 54(+)   −6.3     54%
  7          Leu464(\*)                                    −10.9    Thr100      −6.1     56%
  8          Phe483(\*)                                    −10.0    Ser105      −5.3     53%
  9          Gly506(\*)                                    −9.3     Gln 30      −9.3     100%
  10         Ser548(\*)                                    −9.1     Glu2(−)     −10.2    112%
  11         Gly465(\*)                                    −7.1     Ala 103     −11.7    165%
  12         Gly388(\*)                                    −6.3     Tyr 55      −4.6     73%
  13         Tyr499(\*)                                    −5.9     Lys 54(+)   −5.6     95%
  14         Tyr524(\*)                                    −3.9     Gly 104     −2.9     74%
  15         Lys460(+)                                     −3.1     Phe101      −3.1     100%
  16         Val485(\*)                                    −2.3     Gln33       −1.6     70%
  17         Pro486                                        −2.1     Gln 33      −1.7     81%
  18         Ala463(\*)                                    −1.9     Phe 101     −1.9     100%
  19         Pro458                                        −1.9     Ala103      −2.0     105%
  20         Ile390(\*)                                    −1.1     Lys 54(+)   −1.1     100%
  **Rank**   **(c) CD46 (Chain D in PDB Code 3INB)**                                     
  1          Lys477(+)                                     −66.2    Asp70(−)    −67.4    102%
  2          Glu503(−)                                     −36.1    Ala41       −23.3    65%
  3          Gly546(\*)                                    −33.7    Glu63(−)    −27.2    81%
  4          Lys488(+)                                     −29.6    Gly81       −29.9    101%
  5          Tyr481(\*)                                    −22.1    Pro66       −14.5    66%
  6          Glu471(−)                                     −17.9    Arg69(+)    −51.4    287%
  7          His448                                        −14.2    Arg69(+)    −10.0    70%
  8          Pro501                                        −7.3     Asp58(−)    −5.6     77%
  9          Phe483(\*)                                    −6.6     Tyr 61      −3.7     56%
  10         Pro486                                        −6.4     Thr 82      −4.0     63%
  11         Tyr543(\*)                                    −6.3     Ile37       −15.5    246%
  12         Arg547(+)                                     −6.3     Glu63(−)    −45.4    721%
  13         Thr498(\*)                                    −6.2     Tyr 61      −6.2     100%
  14         Val485(\*)                                    −4.3     Arg62(+)    −4.5     105%
  15         Tyr541(\*)                                    −4.3     Pro38       −1.7     40%
  16         His495                                        −3.6     Thr 82      −4.2     117%
  17         Val451(\*)                                    −3.4     Tyr 67      −1.8     53%
  18         Pro545                                        −3.3     Glu63(−)    −1.9     58%
  19         Thr469(\*)                                    −2.2     Tyr 67      −2.2     100%
  20         Leu462(\*)                                    −2.1     Pro39       −1.5     71%

^(1)^ "MVH amino acid (a.a.) position" shows amino acid residues of MVH and their sequence number with electric charge (+ or −) or hydrophobicity (\*) in the parentheses. Ranking of the MVH a.a. is descending from the highest (most attractive) IFIE value on the top to the lower IFIE values downward; ^(2)^ "IFIE sum" is the summation of the IFIE values with the residues of the receptor located within the pair distance of 5 Å; ^(3)^ "Receptor a.a. with the highest (1st) affinity" indicates the most attractive amino-acid residue of the receptor to the corresponding MVH residue on the same line. Its position is shown as the sequence number with its electric charge (+ or −) in the parentheses; ^(4)^ "IFIE-1st" is the IFIE between the designated MVH a.a. and the receptor a.a. with the highest (1st) affinity; ^(5)^ Contribution of the receptor a.a. with the highest (1st) affinity to the IFIE sum of the single MVH residue and the receptor residues was evaluated as a ratio between the IFIE-1st and the IFIE sum.

viruses-10-00236-t003_Table 3

###### 

Characteristic IFIEs between amino acid residues of MVH and three receptors, SLAM, Nectin-4, and CD46. The summations of these IFIE values over the MVH residues and their contributions to the total IFIE values in [Table 1](#viruses-10-00236-t001){ref-type="table"} are also shown.

  Hydrophobicity                                       Amino Acid Residues of MVH   IFIE Sum (kcal/mol) with Receptor Residues within 5 Å ^(a)^               
  ---------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ------
  Hydrophobic (neutral) amino acids                    Leu464 ^(b)^                 −0.7                                                          −10.9       −0.4
  Leu482 ^(b)^                                         −1.4                         −0.2                                                          2.5         
  Phe483 ^(b)^                                         −12.3                        −10.0                                                         −6.6        
  Leu500 ^(b)^                                         0.2                          −11.7                                                         9.3         
  Tyr524 ^(b)^                                         −0.6                         −3.9                                                          −1.7        
  Tyr541 ^(b)^                                         −8.6                         3.7                                                           −4.3        
  Tyr543 ^(b)^                                         −5.1                         −16.8                                                         −6.3        
  Ser548 ^(b)^                                         −1.2                         −9.1                                                          −1.3        
  IFIE sum of the above values                         −29.7                        −58.8                                                         −8.8        
  Contribution to the MVH-receptor interaction ^(c)^   4.2%                         17.4%                                                         3.1%        
  Hydrophilic (charged) amino acids                    Asp507 ^(d)^                 −133.2                                                        --- ^(f)^   ---
  Asp505 ^(d)^                                         −107.7                       −0.4                                                          ---         
  Arg533 ^(d)^                                         −80.5                        ---                                                           ---         
  Arg556 ^(d)^                                         −74.2                        ---                                                           ---         
  Asp530 ^(d)^                                         −67.6                        ---                                                           ---         
  IFIE sum above                                       −463.0                                                                                                 
  IFIE sum/Total IFIE ^(e)^                            65.4%                                                                                                  

^(a)^ IFIEs were calculated between the MVH residue and the residues of receptors within the range of 5 Å from the MVH residue; ^(b)^ Amino acid residues in the hydrophobic pocket of MVH; ^(c)^ Contribution of the residues in the hydrophobic pocket to the MVH-receptor interaction calculated with the partial IFIE sum divided by the total IFIE in [Table 1](#viruses-10-00236-t001){ref-type="table"}; ^(d)^ Top 5 amino acid residues of MVH calculated to have the most attractive IFIEs with SLAM; ^(e)^ IFIE sum divided by the total IFIE in [Table 1](#viruses-10-00236-t001){ref-type="table"}; ^(f)^ "---" indicates that there is no residue in the receptor within the distance of 5 Å from the respective MVH residue.

viruses-10-00236-t004_Table 4

###### 

Effects of mutations of MVH residues on the binding affinities (IFIE sums in units of kcal/mol) with the three receptors.

  Receptor     MVH Mutation   Strand Region   IFIE (before Mutation)   IFIE (after Mutation)   ΔIFIE \* (kcal/mol)                     Major Cause for IFIE Change             Virological Experimental Results
  ------------ -------------- --------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- --------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ----------------------------------
  SLAM         R533A          β5              −707.7                   −636.7                  71.0                                    Loss of salt bridge                     \+ + \[[@B28-viruses-10-00236]\]
  D505A        β4--β5         −707.7          −608.7                   98.9                    Loss of salt bridge                     n.r. ^\$^                               
  D507A        β4--β5         −707.7          −576.8                   130.9                   Loss of salt bridge                     \+ \[[@B29-viruses-10-00236]\]          
  D530A        β5             −707.7          −646.8                   60.9                    Loss of salt bridge                     \+ + \[[@B29-viruses-10-00236]\]        
  E503A        β4--β5         −707.7          −661.6                   46.0                    Loss of salt bridge                     n.r.                                    
  P554A        β5--β6         −707.7          −675.4                   32.2                    Loss of van der Waals interaction       \+ \[[@B28-viruses-10-00236]\]          
  F552A        β5--β6         −707.7          −680.9                   26.8                    Loss of OH-π                            \+ \[[@B28-viruses-10-00236]\]          
  Y541A        β5             −707.7          −694.5                   13.2                    Loss of hydrogen bond                   n.r.                                    
  L482R        β4             −707.7          −713.8                   −6.1                    Increase of electrostatic interaction   n.r.                                    
  Nectin-4     Y543S          β5              −173.8                   −167.3                  6.5                                     Loss of NH-π                            \+ + \[[@B30-viruses-10-00236]\]
  CD46         G546S          β5              −285.7                   −309.6                  −23.8                                   Increase of electrostatic interaction   \+ + \[[@B31-viruses-10-00236]\]
  Y481A        β5             −285.7          −265.5                   20.3                    Loss of hydrogen bond                   \+ + \[[@B18-viruses-10-00236]\]        
  Y481N        β5             −285.7          −267.8                   17.9                    Loss of hydrogen bond                   \+ + \[[@B28-viruses-10-00236]\]        
  E471A ^\#^   β4             −285.7          −142.3 ^\#^              143.5 ^\#^              Loss of van der Waals interaction       n.r.                                    
  K477A ^\#^   β4                                                                                                                                                              
  K488A ^\#^   β4                                                                                                                                                              
  E503A ^\#^   β4--β5                                                                                                                                                          
  R547A ^\#^   β5                                                                                                                                                              

Following the second column for mutation specification, the associated secondary structure of MVH, the change in IFIE value (see \* below), major cause for IFIE change, and binding change result by virological experiment (+, + + with references or n.r.; see below) are shown. \* IFIE(after mutation)---IFIE(before mutation). + Partial loss of the binding between the mutated MVH and the receptor has been reported in the literature shown in the parentheses. + + Loss of the binding of the mutated MVH to the receptor has been reported in the literature shown in the parentheses. ^\$^ n.r.: not reported. ^\#^ Computational mutant with five multiple substitutions.
